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Abstract

Simulation of Markov chains are usually based on an algorithmic representation of
the chain. This corresponds to stochastic recurrent equation and could be interpreted
as random iterated systems of functions (RIFS). In particular, for perfect simulation
of Markov chains, the RIFS structure has a deep impact on execution time of the
simulation. Links between the structure of the RIFS and coupling time of algorithm
are detailed in this paper. Conditions for coupling and upper bound for simulation time
are given for Doeblin matrices. Finally, it is shown that aliasing techniques build an
RIFS with a particular binary structure.

1 Introduction

Markov chains are basic tools to study random dynamical systems. They play the central
role of linear part of the dynamic and capture most of the dynamic characteristics. When the
system is finite, the Markov chain is described by its transition kernel (stochastic matrix).
When the system is homogeneous in time, irreducible and aperiodic, the left eigenvector π
associated to the eigenvalue 1 captures most of informations needed in practical applications.
Difficulties arise when the size of the system is too large so that traditional linear algebra
tools could not be used.

For a large state space, simulation provides methods based on an algorithmic represen-
tation of the chain and offers new possibilities for the statistical estimation of π. Unfortu-
nately, these methods are empirical and the management of errors is very difficult. Perfect
simulation techniques Propp and Wilson (1996) have been developed in the last 10 years.
These methods guarantee the convergence to steady-state in a finite number of steps and
help for the simulation control.

In fact, the algorithmic representation of the Markov chain could be interpreted as a
random iterated systems of functions. The aim of this article is to investigate relations
between the Markov chain and its representations as RISF. It is shown that the RISF
impacts deeply the simulation time for perfect simulation.

In the second section the RISF formalism is introduced and properties of Markov chains
from a RISF are deduced. Then forward simulation and its drawbacks is presented. Section
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5 introduces the perfect simulation algorithm and the convergence criteria in a finite number
of steps. Relations between the RISF and coupling time are given in section 6 and applied
for Doeblin matrice (section 7). Finally the alias technique is described and the uniform-
binary decomposition is proposed.

2 Random Iterated System of Functions

Consider a finite state space identified to the set X = {1, · · · ,K} and consider a finite
family of m functions F = {fθ : θ ∈ Θ} that maps X onto itself. Denote by Fθ the matrix
of the operator fθ with K rows and m columns,

Fθ(i, j) =
{

1 if fθ(i) = j;
0 if not.

A probability distribution P = {pθ : θ ∈ Θ} is given on the set Θ of functions and the
dynamic of the system is defined by

X0 = xo, X1 = fθ1(X1),

Xn+1 = fθn+1(Xn) = fθn+1 ◦ fθn ◦ · · · fθ1(X0), (1)

where {θn}n∈N is a random sequence of elements of Θ chosen independently according to
distribution P. It is clear that the stochastic process {Xn}n∈N is a homogeneous discrete
time Markov chain, because the conditional distribution of the future does not depend on
the past.

In the domain of probability such stochastic recurrence equations have been widely stud-
ied when the state space is continuous Diaconis and Freedman (1999) or from an ergodicity
point of view Borovkov and Foss (1994, 1992); Stenflo (1998). More general results are
developed in Meyn and Tweedie (1993) and Brémaud (1999).

Because the state space is finite, the dynamic of the process is given by the transition
matrix P of the Markov chain. It is obtained by

pi,j
∆= P(Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) =

∑
θ∈Θ

pθ.11fθ(i)=j .

This transition matrix is non-negative and the sum of elements on a row equals 1.
The irreducibility of the Markov chain is related to pattern properties of functions.

Proposition 2.1 (Irreducibility). Suppose that for each couple (i, j) of states there exists
a finite pattern (θ1, · · · , θl) such that the probability of the pattern is positive pθ1 · · · pθl

> 0
and

j = fθl
◦ fθl−1

◦ · · · fθ1(i),

then the Markov chain associated to the RISF is irreducible.

Moreover, aperiodicity of the chain is deduced from the support of functions fθ.



Proposition 2.2 (Aperiodicity). The irreducible Markov chain is aperiodic if for each
couple (i, j) there exist some n0 such that for every n ≥ n0 there is a sequence (θ1, · · · , θn)
such that for each couple (i, j) of states,

j = fθn ◦ fθn−1 ◦ · · · fθ1(i).

One should note that if the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic there exists n0 such
that Pn0 is positive. Then the central convergence theorem from Kolmogorov, extension of
the Perron-Froebenius in the finite case, could now be reformulated using random iterated
system of functions:

Theorem 2.3 (Kolmogorov). If the RISF is aperiodic and irreducible (recurrent positive),
then there exist a unique probability measure π = (π1, · · · , πK) (line vector) satisfying

π = πP =
∑

θ

pθπFθ, (2)

and for all (i, j)
lim

n→+∞
P(fθn ◦ fθn−1 ◦ · · · fθ1(i) = j) = πj .

Intuitively, when we stop a RIFS after a long period, the probability that the observed
value is j is approximatively πj . Moreover, if we compute the proportion of steps spent
state j, this proportion converges to πj (ergodic theorem).

Theorem 2.4 (Ergodic theorem). When the RISF is recurrent positive, then the Cesaro
limit converges :

lim
n→+∞

1
n

n∑
k=1

11fθn◦fθn−1
◦···fθ1

(i)=j = πj almost surely.

Theorem 2.3 guarantees that sampling independent sufficiently long trajectories gives
an estimate of the stationary distribution. The ergodic theorem 2.4allows sampling on only
on a single trajectory because the probability that the Cesaro limit does not converge is 0.

3 Estimation of π

When the size of the system is sufficiently small, formal or numerical computations provide
the eigenvector π of the transition matrix P . If the size of the state space is too large, a
simulation builds an estimate of π. The first technique called forward simulation is based
on theorem 2.3 and leads to algorithm 3.1.

Algorithm 3.1. Forward simulation (independent sample generation)
n = 0;
x = x0;
{choice of the initial state at time n=0}



repeat
n = n + 1;
fθ = Random function();
{Random function chosen according to the distribution {pθ : θ ∈ Θ}}
x = fθ(x);
{computation of the next state Xn+1}

until n = simulation length
return x

This algorithm returns a state and we hope that, for a sufficiently long simulation run,
the returned state distribution is a good approximation of π. So repeating the algorithm,
we get a sample of independent realizations of π distributed random variables.

The problem of this approach is first the estimation of the simulation length (stabi-
lization time or burn-in time). In usual softwares, this value is fixed empirically by the
user. Moreover, because we generate a sample of independent variables the convergence of
estimates of π converges very slowly to the limit value, in the order of O( 1√

n
).

This algorithm could be extended by making sampling directly on the trajectory (er-
godic sampling). In that case, samples are not independent and we should assume mixing
properties of the process to justify the speed of convergence. Moreover, it has been shown
that the convergence to steady-state depends on the spectral gap of the matrix P (module
of the difference between 1 the first eigenvalue and the second eigenvalue).

Suppose now given a transition matrix P , the problem is to compute or estimate the
steady state distribution π. The classical method consists in three steps :
(1) Build a set of functions F = {fθ : θ ∈ Θ} and the corresponding probabilities P = {pθ :
θ ∈ Θ} such that P =

∑
θ pθFθ;

(2) Simulate a sample by algorithm 3.1;
(3) Estimate statistics on the sample.

Proposition 3.2. The convergence of the forward algorithm does not depend on the set of
function F and P.

This is clear because the construction of F does not modify the matrix P and so con-
vergence to steady state. Usually, the construction of the family of functions F and P are
based on randomized algorithms. Because the set of states is finite, usual algorithms are
like the following 3.3 (inverse probability distribution function):

Algorithm 3.3. Next state generation
{Current state is i}
s = 0; j = 1;
u = Random(0, 1);
while u > s do

s = s + P [i, j]; j = j + 1;
end while
return j



This representation leads to set F with cardinality at most m− (K − 1) where m is the
number of positive elements of P . This algorithm could be improved, by tree structures or
hash tables, the main idea is to consider an appropriate segmentation of the interval [0, 1[
as shown in section 8.

4 Forward coupling

An intuitive idea (not so good as shown in example 1), to stop simulation is to consider all
possible initial values, observe their trajectories and stop the simulation when they are all
in a same state. We say that all trajectories have coupled. The coupling time is the first
time when the trajectories are all in the same state, after the coupling time, the trajectories
do not depend on the initial state. The recurrent equation (1) is applied to each state of X
and we denote by y(x) the current value of the trajectory issued from state x.

Algorithm 4.1. Forward-coupling simulation
for all x ∈ X do

y(x) = x;
{choice of the initial value of the vector y, n = 0}

end for
repeat

n = n + 1;
fθ = Random function();
{Random function chosen according to the distribution {pθ : θ ∈ Θ}}
for all x ∈ X do

y(x) = fθ(y(x));
{computation of the next state of the trajectory issued from x at time 0}

end for
until All y(x) are equal
return y(x)

An example of a forward-coupling simulation is illustrated by figure 1.
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Figure 1: All trajectories have coupled before time τ∗ = 16



When the forward coupling algorithm stops all trajectories have coupled, unfortunately
the generated state does not follows the stationary distribution. This is clearly illustrated
in the example 1.
Example 1 : Coupling in a same state

1

0

1/2

1

1/2

On the example to the left, it is clear that coupling does
not depend of the representation and that coupling time is
almost surely finite, geometrically distributed with parame-
ter 1

2 . When 2 trajectories couple, at the preceding step the
corresponding states were 0 and 1. But, because the tran-
sition probability from 1 to 1 is zero, the trajectories can
only couple in 0. Then the generated state is always 0, and
is not distributed according to the stationary distribution
π = [23 , 1

3 ].

5 Backward Simulation Scheme

To make this algorithm “exact”, Propp and Wilson (1996) propose to shift the process
in the past. This is equivalent to Loynes (1962) monotone scheme used to prove the law
convergence of the workload of a queuing system.

Provided that the representation of the Markov chain ensures coupling, we modify the
algorithm (4.1) by reversing time leading to algorithm 5.1:

Algorithm 5.1. Backward-coupling simulation
for all x ∈ X do

y(x) ← x {choice of the initial value of the vector y, n = 0}
end for
repeat

u ← Random; {generation of fθ−n}
for all x ∈ X do

y(x) ← y(fθ−n(x)); {computation of the state at time 0 of the trajectory issued
from x at time −n}

end for
until All y(x) are equal
return y(x)

We illustrate the behavior in figure (2).
To understand this algorithm and find conditions for termination, we consider the se-

quence of subsets of the state space X , {Zn}n∈N defined by

Zn = fθ−1 ◦ fθ−2 ◦ · · · fθ−n(X ). (3)

Because fθ−n(X ) ⊂ X , we deduce that the sequence {Zn}n∈N is non-increasing. Using the
finiteness of X and monotonicity, we obtain that {Zn}n∈N converges almost surely to a set
Z∞. The system is coupling if Z∞ is reduced to one point.
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The next theorem, Propp and Wilson (1996); Vincent and Marchand (2004), states the
fundamental result of the method:

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the algorithm terminates, then the generated value y(x) by
algorithm 5.1 is distributed according to the stationary distribution.

The difficulty is now to obtain conditions under which the coupling time is finite almost
surely. An example which illustrate this difficulty is given in section 6 and construction of
RIFS ensuring that the algorithm terminates are detailed in section 7 and 8.

6 Coupling time

It was shown in proposition3.2 that the choice of the RIFS implementing the Markov chain
did not affect the convergence of the process. In the backward coupling scheme the situation
is clearly different. Consider the following example of a two states Markov chain, in which
we suppose that the{Un} are uniformly distributed on [0, 1].
Example 2 : Three representations of a same Markov chain

This example, as example 1 before, is derived from the course of (Häggström,
2002, chap. 10). Consider the simple two states Markov chain :

1/2 1/2

1/2

1/2

0 1

Its transition matrix is

P =
[

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

]
,

the chain has a unique sta-
tionary distribution

π = (
1
2
,
1
2
).

The three following RISF f = (f1, f2) with probability pf = (1
2 , 1

2), g =
(g1, g2) with probability pg = (1

2 , 1
2), and h = (h1, h2, h3, h4) with probability



ph = (1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4 , 1

4) whose values are given by{
f1(0) = f1(1) = 0,
f2(0) = f2(1) = 1;

{
g1(0) = g2(1) = 0,
g1(1) = g2(0) = 1;

and

{
h1(0) = h1(1) = h2(0) = h3(1) = 0,
h2(0) = h3(0) = h4(0) = h4(1) = 1,

represent the same transition matrix P . The coupling time for the first repre-
sentation equals 1, for the second representation the algorithm never terminates
and the coupling time is geometrically distributed with mean 2 for the last case.

This example shows that the construction of the RISF is of crucial importance on the
coupling time. We observe that the behavior of the system could exhibit mean coupling
time arbitrarily large and in some cases the coupling time is infinite.

7 Doeblin matrices

Consequently, to avoid this problem, the idea is to build the RISF in order to ensure
coupling. Constant functions are of great interest as :

Proposition 7.1. If there exist a constant functionfθ ∈ F then the coupling time is almost
surely finite and stochastically bounded above by a geometric distribution with parameter pθ.

When the function fθ is picked, all trajectories collapse in one state and coupling occurs.
The coupling time is dominated by the first occurrence time of fθ in the independent process
of {fθn} which is geometrically distributed.

When the transition matrix is positive (Doeblin matrix), it is possible to build a RIFS
which could couple in each state in just one step. Denote by

αj = min
i

pi,j .

The Doeblin condition is simply
min

j
αj > 0. (4)

Consequently the the algorithm 7.2 compute the next step of the chain and ensures coupling.

Algorithm 7.2. Next states generation (Doeblin matrices)
u = Random(0, 1);
s = 0; j = 1;
while u > s do

s = s + α[j], j = j + 1
end while
for i = 1 to n do

t = s; j = 1;



while u > s do
s = s + P [i, j]− α[j]; j = j + 1;

end while
NextState(i) = j

end for

Proposition 7.3. The RIFS represented by algorithm 7.2 couples in finite time and the
mean coupling time is less than

1∑K
i=1 αi

In fact this proposition is still valid and the algorithm still works if there is a column of
positive elements, so inequality 4 is replaced by the weaker inequality:

max
i

{
min

j
pi,j

}
> 0.

This condition implies that there exists a state that is accessible from every other state in
X . But, usually this condition is too strong for classical Markovian models for which the
transition matrix is sparse.

8 Uniform-Binary decomposition

The aliasing technique, designed by Walker (1974), provides an efficient method to build
the set of functions F , that simulates the next state following i according to the transition
probability {pi,j}j∈X . Compared to classical methods Bratley et al. (1983) such as inverse
of probability distribution function (algorithm 3.3), rejection, or composition methods, the
complexity of the computation of the next state is in O(1), and so does not depend on the
problem size.

Consider a typical distribution q = (q1, · · · , qK) on K states. The idea is to build a set
of K thresholds {s1, · · · , sK} 0 ≤ si ≤ 1, and K couples of states {(i1, i′1), · · · , (iK , i′K)}
with (ij , i′j) ∈ X 2, i′j is called the alias value of ij . This construction should verify the
following constraints :

∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, qi =
K∑

j=1

(
sj11ij=i + (1− sj)11i′j=i

)
. (5)

Such a decomposition is built by a simple algorithm requiring O(K) steps. The implemen-
tation structure is described in Bratley et al. (1983). From this structure the simulation
runs as follows :

Algorithm 8.1. Aliasing generation
{ The values of s, and couples (il, i′l) are preliminary stored in arrays of size K : S, I and
I ′.}



u = Random(0, 1);
v = Random(0, 1);
l = int(u ∗ k); { discrimination among K, int means the integer part }
if v < S[l] then

return I[i] { the standard value}
else

return I ′[i] { the alias value}
end if

One should notice that this representation is not unique and, according remarks on the
impact of representation on coupling time, we should use heuristics to build a “better”
representation. In particular very interesting property of such a construction is that any
permutation of two couples (sj , (ij , i′j)) and (sl, (il, i′l)) provide another random variable
with exactly the same distribution. Moreover, if we replace some threshold sj by 1− sj and
exchange the values (ij , i′j) to (i′j , ij), the distribution of the result is also preserved.

Consequently, we have two steps in the computation of the simulation kernel. A first
step compute for each state x the corresponding arrays Si, Ii, and I ′i (cf algorithm 8.1).
The second step modify these arrays to guarantee termination in a finite number of steps.
To simplify this step, we suppose that there exist some state i0 such that the transition
probability from i0 to i0 is strictly positive. This condition is stronger than aperiodicity
and is generally verified in practical situations. If not, the matrix 1

2(Id + P ) exhibits the
same stationary distribution as P and could be used instead of P .

Because the Markov chain is irreducible there exist a spanning tree of the state space
graph such that a path of positive probability exists in the tree from each state i to i0.
Because each state has an out-degree of 1 in the tree, it is always possible to place the
next state of i in the tree (on the path to i0) in the place Ii[0]. Let α = mini

Si[0]
di

, with di

the out-degree of state x in the graph. α is strictly positive and with probability α all the
transitions occur on the arrows of the tree. Repeating this transition K times leads to a
global coupling in state i0. The algorithm terminates almost surely. Moreover, if we denote
by D the depth of the tree, the coupling time is upper bounded by a geometric distribution
with parameter αD, probability that a burst of D sequential transitions occur on the tree.

The aliasing technique remains valid if some probability are 0 in the distribution q, the
corresponding threshold equals 0. Consider that all the alias computations are done on
{1, · · · ,K} and denote by S and A the threshold and the alias matrices.

Algorithm 8.2. Next states generation (Alias matrices)
u = Random(0, 1);
k = int(u ∗K) + 1;{ choice of the column}
v = Random(0, 1);
for i = 1 to n do

if v < S[i, k] then
NextState(i) = k { the standard value}

else
NextState(i) = A[i, k] { the alias value}



end if
end for

For this situation, it appears that the transition matrix have been decomposed in a sum
of K stochastic matrices

P =
1
K

(P1 + · · ·+ PK) ,

where the stochastic matrix Pi have at most two non null elements per row. It corresponds
to very simple structures which need further research. The number of matrices in the
decomposition could easily be reduced to the maximum out degree of the chain dmax, which
is useful for sparse matrices. In that case the cardinal of F is at most (K + 1).dmax.

Moreover using permutations of columns or thresholds could improve the coupling time.
The problem of finding the best Uniform-binary RIFS minimizing the mean coupling time
seems to be very complex. Some heuristics have been developed but are not yet published.

9 Conclusion

In practical examples, the RIFS representation of a Markov chain is crucial for simulation.
Several methods have been implemented in a software PSI 1 in order to test and compare
heuristics. All results show that the problem is very difficult and needs further fundamental
research.

Experiments on practical performance evaluation problems Vincent and Marchand (2004)
and Vincent (2005) shows that Markov chains with up to one million of states could be sim-
ulated by this technique. The amount of memory used by the algorithm (alias tables,
threshold) is about 2 times the number of positive elements of the transition matrix. Then
simulation time is sufficient to estimate parameters on the model typically scala products
of a reward vector and the stationary distribution.

When the system is monotone, and that is the case in many practical situations of
performance evaluation Vincent (2005) or in interacting systems of particles Propp and
Wilson (1996), the method could be adapted by driving simulation from maximal and
minimal states. The coupling time estimation still remains open.
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